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▼ Abstract
The problem of cross-architecture code similarity detection is to detect whether two binary functions compiled for different architecture are semantically equivalent or similar. It has many security applications, such as bug search, vulnerability discovery, clone detection, malware detection, and software plagiarism detection, etc. Existing code similarity detection approaches, however, fall short in that they 1) require source code, 2) handle only a single architecture (typically x86), 3) rely on dynamic analysis, which is difficult for embedded devices, or 4) use formal methods, which is very slow when analyzing large code bases.
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▼ Topics
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processing various languages. In the case of detecting similarity of binaries, which are compiled for different architectures and hence can be expressed in different assembly languages, we are inspired by Neural Machine Translation (a neural network-based approach recently proposed by NLP researchers to performing machine translation), and propose a novel neural network-based cross-lingual deep learning approach, which converts a binary function into an embedding, i.e., a high dimensional numerical vector, such that the code similarity detection can be done efficiently by measuring the distance between the embeddings of functions. Such embeddings capture not only semantics of functions, but also semantic relationships across various architectures. This property allows the embeddings to define semantic similarity metrics across binary functions, making them perfect features for cross-architecture code similarity detection. We implement a prototype, and evaluate it with different experiments. We conduct a systematic comparison against the state-of-the-art approaches. The experimental results demonstrate that our approach can successfully solve the cross-architecture code similarity detection task, and outperforms the state-of-the-art approaches by large margins with respect to both accuracy, efficiency and scalability. Our real-world vulnerability case studies and cryptographic function detection tasks demonstrate that our approach can identify more vulnerable firmware images than the
prior state-of-the-arts and detect
cryptographic function with high accuracy.
Our research gives a successful
demonstration of applying approaches in
NLP to large-scale binary analysis.
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